
Safety
Committee 2024
Triumph Sheets is working on its fifth year of
Safety Committee Members! We are excited to
see the involvement from year to year. We have
hosted numerous events from National Safety
Month to Trunk or Treat. We are committing
this year to be a year of knowledge and skill
development.  What will this year bring us? 

Stay tuned in...

Training
We are gearing up, putting skills in
our knowledge bags. Lots of
training opportunities ahead to get
our committee focused in the right
areas to improve. Including CPR
classes, OSHA 10hr,  safety
webinars, and more.

Auditing
The committee will be focused
around proactive approaches to
catch areas that need attention
before it catches us. The goal is to
skill the committee to recognize
safety items while working or at
home. 

Incident
Investigation
When an incident happens, we
need to be on the move quick. The
committee will assist incidents at
the plant level ensuring all parts to
an investigation are properly
conducted. 

Information
about
HubEngage
HubEngage is a tool to help us communicate with the team
more effectively. We know you have a busy life outside of
work and we want to be able to give you the information that
matters on your own time.

If you need help logging in please see Lorisa. 

Jake Conrad - Newest member to the SC team



Second shift coming in with
a 26 minute setup time. 6
minutes faster than the
TVC plant AVG!

LEAST QVR CREDITS
Second shift with an
incredible $1,809 in QVR
credits! Let us know your
secret!!

FEBRUARY
HIGHLIGHTS
PRODUCTION 

0 DOWNTIMES!!
(2) 0 Downtime events by
3rd shift! Way to GOO!
Keep up the momentum. 

March is a new month. Excellent job in safety No
recordables! Quality has improved for Triumph, and TVC
let's keep up with the strike boards and ensure a good
quality product is leaving the plant. For all shifts let's get
over the 42lfph in March!

We are looking for one-way boxes!   

Forecasting for March

LINAL FT. / HOUR
Third shift is leading the
pack with 41,897 average
for February!

LEAST QVR CREDITS
Way to go First shift
keeping the customers
happy with the least
amount of returns coming
in at $8,699.

KICKS PER HOUR
First shift climbing the
ladder sitting at 569 kicks
per hour! 

SETUP MIN. AVG

SAFETY 1ST!
February has been a great month for SAFETY, as we get into the year
remember we encourage reporting! We want to address issues and be
proactive in our approach to safety.



IT’S 
NATIONAL

HOW TO INSPECT A
LADDER

Ladder
Did you know one of the top items cited during 2023
was Ladder Safety and Fall Protection Safety? Seems
silly when we use these every day, but did you know it
goes deeper than that? We will show you how we stay
compliant throughout the year. 

Month

HOW TO INSPECT A
HARNESS

COMPLIANCE 
Each year we are responsible for documenting that a
ladder or harness is in good operating shape. We conduct
this in IAuditor so that we can take photos as
documented proof. When looking over the ladder or
harness conditions we are looking for several items to
ensure the equipment is safe to use. If you are interested
in how we do this see the video.

Another compliance issue that some have is training. We
use convergence as our primary training platform. We can
keep records for up to 30 years, even though the
requirement is just 3 years.

Be on the lookout this month as the safety committee
members will get hands-on training on how to inspect a
ladder and complete harness inspections.       

OSHA QUICK
CARD 

Different ladder types



Nominated by fellow employees. These can be found on the app under recognitions.


